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SCOPE OF WORK FOR A CORRECTIVE MEASURES STUDY

AT
COOK COMPOSITES AND PQLYMERS

SAljKVILLE, WISCONSIN

PURPOSE

The purpose^of the Corrective Measures Study (CMS) Is to develop and evaluate
the corrective action alternatives and to recommend the corrective measures to
be t&ken at Cook Composites anci Palymsrs, Saukv-ille, Wisconsin. Cook
Cofflposi'tes and Potymers (CCP) shall furnish the personnel, materials, and
services necess&ry to prepare the corrective measures study, except as
otherwise specified.

£CQE£

Cook Composites and Palymer shs11 prepare a Corrective Measures Study Woyk
Plan which consists of four tasks:

7a^k !: Identificatlor') and Dsvalopment: of the Corrective Measure
Alternatives

A., Description of Current Situation
B. Establishment of Corrective Action Objectives
C. Screen-sng of Corrective Measure Technologies
0. Identification of the Con*ect1ve Measure'AHernatlves

Task II; Necessary Laborafcory and Bench-Scale Studies

Tssk III; Evaluation of the Corrective Measures Alternatives .

A. Technical/Environmental/Human Health/Instltutlona'1
B. Cost Estimates

Task IV: Justification and Recommendation of the Corrective Measures

A. Technical
B. Envirwffiental
C. Human Health

Task V: Reports

A. Progress
B. Draft
C. Final
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IASK._L_JDENTlFICATrOM AND CEVELDPMEM_DE_U^.. CORRECTIVEJ^EASURE
ALTERNATIVES

CCP shall Identify, screen, and develop the alternatives for removal,
containment, treatment, and/or other re'nediatlon of the contamination based on
the objectives established for the corrective action.

A. fifiS^rlDtion of Current Slty.ation

CCP shall subnsit an update to the Infommtion describing the current
situation at the facility and the known nature and extent of the
contamination as documented by the RCRA Facility Investigation Report.
CCP sha'11 provirfe an update to the information presented'1n Task I of the
RFI to the Agency regarding previous response activities and any Interim
measures which h&ye been implementeci at the facility. CCP shall also
make a facnity-spec1f1c stateioent of the purpose for the response, based
on the results of the RCRA Facility Investigation. The statement of
purpose should Identify the actual or potential exposure pathways that
should be addressed by corrective weasures.

B. Establishment of Cowective Action Ohlectlves

CCP, 1n conjunction with the U,S. EPA and WDNR, shall sstabl-ish site
specific objectives for the corrective action needed to protect human
health and the environment. These objectives shall be based on public
health and environmental crlten'a, information gathered during the RCRA
Facility Investigation, U.S. EPA and WDNR guidance, and the requirements
of any applicable Federal statutes. AH corrective actions concerning
gyoundw&ter releases must be consistent with» and as stringent as, those
required under 40 CFR 264.100 or ch. HR 140, Mis. Admln. Code<

C. Sgceemna of Corr'ectlve Measure Technologies

CCP sh3,n review the results of the RCRA Facility Investigation and
Identify and asses Any technologies which &re applicable at the facility.
CCP shall screen the proposed corrective measure technologies and
e1'i(n1nate those that may not prove feasible to Implement,"that rely on
technologies unlikely to perform satisfactorily or reliably, or that do
not achieve the corrective measure objective wlth-in a reasonable time
period. This screening process focuses on elimination those technologies
which have several limitations for a given set of waste and sits specific
condition. The screening step may also ennnnate technologies base<! on
inherent technology limitations.

Site> waste, and technology characteristics which are used to screen
in&pplic&ble technologies are described in more detail below:
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1, Site Char&ctenstics

Site data should be reviewed to identify conditions that may limit
or promote the use of certain technologies. Technologies whose use
is clearly precluded by site characterlsUcs should be eliminated
from further consideration;

2. W&ste Characteristics

Identific&tion of waste characteristics that limit the effectiveness
or feasibility of technologies 1s an Important part of the screening
process. Technologies dearly limited by these waste
characteristics should be eliminated from consideration. Waste
characteristics particularly affect the feasibility of in-sltu
methods» direct treatment methods, and land disposal (on/off-slte);
and

3> Technology Limitations

During the screening process, the level of technology deve'lopmsnt,
performance record, and inherent construction, operation, and
maintenance problems should be Identified for each technology
considered. Technologies that are unreliable, psrform poorly, or
are not fully demonstrated m&y be eliminaUd in the screening
process. For example, certain treatment nsethods have been developed
to a point where they can be Implsmented in the field without
extensive technology transfer or development.

D, Identificatimuif^febe.-Correctlve Measure Aliei'Mtives

CCP shall develop the corrective measure alternatives based on the
corrective action objectives and sn&lysls of Preliminary Corrective
Measure Technologies,, as presented In Task II of the RCRA Facility
Investigation» and as supplemented following the preparation of the RFI
Report. CCP shall r-ely on sound engineering practices to determine
which of the previously identified technologies appear most suitable for
the site. Technologies can be combined to form the overall corrective
measure alternatives. The alternatives developed should represent a
workable number of options that appear to adequately address an site
problems and corrective action objectives. Each alternative may consist
of an individual technology or a combination of technologies. CCP shall
document the reasons for excluding technologies identified in Task II,
as supplemented in the development of the alternatives.
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CCP shall conduct laboratory and/or bench-sca'ie studies to determine the
applicability of corrective measure technologies to facility conditions. CCP
shall ana1y2e the technologies based on literature review, vendor contacts,
and p&st exper-tence to determine the testing requirements.

CCP shall develop a testing plan identifying the types and goals of the
studies, the level of effort nesdedy arid the procedures to be used for data
management and Interpretation.

Upon completion of the testing, CCP shall evaluate the testing re&ults to
assess the technologies with respect to the sHs-spedfic questions Identified
In the test plan-

CCP shall prepare a report summarizing the testina program and Its results,
both positive and negative.
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TASK ILL! EVALUATIOK OF THE CQRRECTIVE MEASURE ALTERNAHtfK

CCP shall describe each corrective measure alternative that passes through the
Initial Screening in Ta-sk I and evaluate each corrective ir.easure alternative
and Its components, Tiw evaluation shall be based on technical,
environmental, human health^ <md institutional concerns. CCP shall also
develop cost estimates for each corrective measure.

A. TAChnlcaVEnvlronm^^ITiivjnan Health/Instltutlonal

CCP shall provide a description of each corrective measure alternative
which includes^ but 1s not limited to the following: preUm-inary
process flow sheets? preliminary sizing and types of construction for
buildings and structures; and rough quantities of utilities required,
CCP sh&H evaluate each alternative 1n the four following areas;

1. Technical

CCP shall evaluate sach corrective measure alternative based on
performance, reliability, Implementabnity, and safety.

a. CCP shall evaluate each correcttvgi measure alternative based on
the effectiveness and useful life of the corrective measure:

1) Effectiveness sh&n be evaluated In terms of the ability
to perform intended functions, such as conUlnment,
diversion, removal, destruction, or treatment. The
effectiveness of each corrective measure shall be
determined either through design specifications or by
perforsngnce evaluation* Any specific waste or site
characteristic which could potentially impede
effectiveness shall be considered. The evaluation should
also consider the effectiveness of combinations of
technologies; and

n) Useful life Is defined as the lerigth of time the level of
effectiveness can be maintained. Most corrective measure
technologies, with the exception of destruction,
deteriorate with time. Often, defcsrioration can be slowed
through proper system operation and maintenance, but the
technology eventually may require replacement. Each
corrective measure shall be evaluated In terms of the
projected service lives of its component technologies.
Resource availability in the future life of the
technotog.y, ss well as appropriateness of the
technologies, must be considered In estimating the useful
"n'fe of the project.

b. CCP shall provide information on the reliability of each
corrective measure including Its oper&ti'on and maintenance
requirements and ctemonstrated reliability:
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1) Operation and maintenance requirements Include the
frequency and complexity of necessary operation and
maintenance. Technologies requiring frequent or complex
operation wd maintenance activities should be regarded as
less reliable than technologies requiring little or
straightforward operation and maintenance. The
availability of labor and materials to meet these
requirements shall also be considered; and

n) Demonstrated and expected reliability Is a way of
measuring the risk and effect of failure. CCP shall
evaluate whether the technologies have been used
effectively under analogous conditions; whether the
camb'i nations of technologies have been used together
effectively; whether failure of any one technology has an
1rawiediafc& Impact on receptors; and whether the corrective
measure has the f1ex1bi1U,y to deal with uncontrollable
changes at the site.

c. CCP shall describe the ImplementablHt.y of each corrective
measure. Including the relative ease of Insta'nation
(constructabllUy) and the time required to achieve a given
level of response:

1) Constructablllty is determine by conditions both internal
and external to the facHUy conditions^ and includes such
Uems &s location of underground utilities, depth to water
table, horoogenelfcy of subsurface materials, and location
of the facility (l.e., remotfi location vs. a congested
urban area). CCP shall evaluate what measures can be
taken to fadlUate construction under these conditions,
External factors which affect implemenUtlon include the
need for special permits or &gree,nents, equipment
av&Hablllty, and the location of suitable off-site
tr-ea/bnent or disposal facilities; and

11) Time has two components that shall be addressed: the time
1t takes to implement a corrective measure; and the time
11. takes to actually see beneficial results. Beneficial
results are defined as the reduction of contaminants to
sowe acceptable, pre-establlshect level.

d, CCP shall evaluate each corrective measure alternative with
regard to safety. This evaluation shall Include threats to the
safety of nearby communities and environments as we1! as
threats to workers during Implementation. Factors to consider
are fire, explosion, and exposure to hazardous substances.

2, Environmental

CCP shall assess each aHsrnatlve to detennlne it$ short and long-
term beneficial and adverse effects on the environment. Each
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alternative wm be evaluated for its impact on habitat types and
plant &nd animal receptors locateci 1n, adjacent to» or affected by
the facility. Receptor Impacts should include those occurring at
the Individual level (e.g., mortality, growth &nd reproductive
Impairments) and those occurring at higher levels of blologic&l
organization (Le,, at population, community, and ecosystem 1@v@1s).
Tne assessment should Include proposed measures for mitigating
adverse impacts.

3. Human Health

CCP shall assess each alternative 1n terras of the extent to which 1t
mitigates short and long-term potential exposure to any residual
contamination and how U protects human health both during and sfter
implementation of the corrective measure. The assessment will
describe the levels and characterizations of contaminants onslte,
potential exposure routes, and the potentially affected population.
E&ch alternative will be evaluated to determine the level of
exposure to contaminants and the reduction over time. For
manfigement of mitigation measures, the relative reduction of Impact
w111 be determln&d by cofflparlng residual levels of each &Hernativ&
with existing criteria, standards, or guidelines acceptable to U.S.
EPA.

4. Institutional

CCP shall assess relevant institutional needs for each alternAtive.
Specifically, the effects of Federal, State, and local envTronmenfcal
and public health standards, regulatiori, guidance, advisories,
ordinances, or community relation on the design, operation, and
timing of each alternative.

B. p3.s.t-£st1mate

CCP shall deve'iop an estimate of the cost of each corrective fflydsure
alternative (and for e&ch phase or segmesit of the alternative). The
cost estimate shall include both c&pttal and operat-lon and maintenance
costs.

1. Capital costs consist of ci-irect (construction) and indirect
(nonconstructlon and overhead) costs.

a. Direct capital costs Include:

1) Con$ti-ucti on costs: Costs of materl&ls, labor (Including
fringe benefits and worker's compensation); and equipment
required to install the corrective measure;

11) Equipment cost-5: Cost of treatment> containment, disposal
and/or service equipment necessary to -implement the
action; these roaterl&ls remain until the corrective action
is complete;
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Ill) Land and site-developmerst costs: L^penses associated with
purchase of land and development of existing property; and

b. Indirect capital costs include:

i) Engineering expenses: Costs of adr-iirnstratlon, design,
construction supervision, dr&ftinq, and testing of
corrective measure alternatives

n) Legal fees and license or permil (osts: Admimstrative
and technical costs necess&ry i,<j obtain licenses and
permits for installation &nd operation;

In) Startup and shakedown costs; Costs Incurred during
corrective measure startup; and

iv) Contingency allowances: Funds to cover costs resulting
from unforeseen r-'ircumsUnces, such as adverse weather
conditions, strikes, and inadequate facility
characterization.

Operation and maintenancs costs <i''e [,iost-construct1on costs

necessary to ensure continued eftaclikeness of & coyrectlve measure.,
CCP consider the following operation And ma-intenance cost
components:

a. Operating labor costs: Ua'jes, -.alanes, tr&imng, overhead,
and fringe benefits associ <;.. sd with the labor needed for post
construction operations;

b. Maintenance materials and idw costs: Cost for labor, parts,
and other resources re^'.'sr-'.-d for routine m&1ntenant;e of

facilities and equipment;

c. AuxlHarv matBr1a1s and Rnertjy; Costs of such Items as
chemicals and electricity fnr treatment plant operations, uater
and sewer service> and fuel

d. Purchased services: SampllriCj cost,, laboratory fees, and
professional fees for wmcti the need can tie predicted;

e. Disposal and treatiien; costs: Costs of transporting, treating,
and disposing of waste materials, such as treatment plant
residues, generated during opgrations;

f. Adminlstratu'B costs: Costs associated with administration of
corrective t.seasure operation and maintenance not Included under
other ''•a'Legories;
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g. Insurance, taxes, and licensing costs: Costs of such H@ms as
11 ability and sudden accidental insurance; real estate taxes on
purchased land or nght-of-way; licensing fees for certain
technologies; and permit renewal and reporting costs;

h. Maintenance reserve and contingency fundsi Annual payments
into escrow to cover; (1) costs of anticipated replacement or
rebuilding of equipment; and (2) any large unanticipated
operation and maintenance costs; and

1. Other costs; Items that do not fit any of the aDOve
categories,
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IASK IV: JUSTIFICATION AND RECOMMENDAUflti_DE_.lHF CORRECT1_VM MEASURES

CCP shall justify and recommend corrective measure alternatives using
technical, human health, and environmental criteria. The recofflfflendation shall
include summary tables which allow the alternatives to be easily understood.
Tradeoffs among health risks, envlroninental effects, and other pertinent
factors shall be highlighted. The U.S, EPA wilt select the corrective measure
alternatives to be 1np1emented based on the results of Tasks III and IV, At a
minimum, the following criteria w^ll be used to justify the final corrective
measures.

A. Technlcdl

1. Performance - corrective measures which are most effective at
pwfQnning their intended functions and maintaining the performance
over extended periods of time win be preferred;

2. Reliability - corrective measures which do not requ-tra frequent or
complex operation and maintenance activities and that have proven
effective under waste and facility conditions similar to those
anticipated wm be preferred;

3. ImplementablHty - corrective measures which can be constructed and
operated to reduce levels of contamlnation that attain or Qxceect
applicable standards In the shortest period of time wm be
preferred; and

4. Safety - corrective measures which pose the least threat to the
safety of nearby residents and environment as well as workers during
Knplen'<enta,tlon will be preferred,

B* Human Heat th

The corrective roeasures must comply with existing U.S. EPA criteria
standards, or guidelines for the protection of human health. Corrective
measures which provide the minimum level of exposure to contaminants and
the imtmuin reduction In exposure with time win be preferred.

C. Environmental

The corrective measures posing the least adverse Impact (or greatest
Improvement) over the shortest period of time on the environment will be
preferred.
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TASK V: 6EPQRIS

CCP shall prepare a Corractlve Mefisures Study (CMS) Repoyt presenting the
results of Tasks I through IV and recommending corrective measure
alternatives. Three (3) copies of the draft report shaU be provided by
Respondent.

A. Proar.ss&

CCP shall at & ntimmum provide U.S. EPA and MDNR with signed, monthly
progress reports confca1n1ng:

1. A description and estimate of the percentage of the CMS completed;

2. Summaries of fill findings;

3. Summaries of all changes made in the CMS during the reporting
period;

4. Symanes of all contacts with representatives of the local
community, public interest groups, or State government, during tne
reporting period;

5. Summaries of all problems or potential p'roblQins encountered during
the reporting period;

6, Actions being takgn to rectify problems;

7. changes in personnel during the reporting period;

8. Projected work for the next reporting period; and

9. Copies of da-Hj reports, Inspection reports, labc-r&tory/monltorlng
data, etc.

B, Dmfl

The Report shall» afc a mnnmun^ include:

1. A description of the Facility, Including a site topograpMc map
(which Includes deptiction of plant commumtles and fish and wHdHfe
habitat types) and preliminary layouts?

2. A summary of the corrective measures:

a. Description of the corrective measures find rationale for
selection;

b. Performance expectations;

c. Preliminary design criteria and rationale;
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d. General operation and maintenance requirements; and

e. long-terni monitoring requirements to assess attainment of godis
relatlvs to groundwater» surface waters and Bcologlcal
Integrity (ecological monitoring, where applicable, could
Include assessment of wetland vegetation, soils and hydrology;
blotoxidty of surface water's, soils and/or sediments; anmyyts
of biological tissues; and assessment of stream fish and
benthic ffiacro-invenebrate cofnmun1t1es);

3, A summary of the RCRA Facility Investigation and impact on th-.:l
selected correctlvs measures;

4. A summary of any necessary laboratory and bench-scale studk's;

5. Design and Iraplementatian Precautlors:

A. Special technlca.l problems;

b. Additional engineering data required;

c. Permits and regulatory requirements;

d. Access, easements, right-of-way;

e. Health and safety requirements; and

f. Conwumt.y relations &ctiv1t1es; and

6. Cost. Estlfflstes and Schedules:

&. Capital cost estimate;

b. Operation and maintenance cost estimate; and

c. Project schedule (design, construction^ oyer&tlon),

B* Final

CCP shall f-fnaHze the Corrective Measurr-s Study Report, Incorporating
comments received from the public, and Lf-S. E'.-'A on the Draft Final

Corrective Measures Study Report.
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'^

A summary
Study- Scope u,

xi requlreraents contained In the Corrective Measure
,er,fced below:

J^ac.lll't^ Sujbmi s s 1 a"

CMS Iforkplan

Oraft CMS Report
(Tasks I, II'/lfl, and IV)

Final CMS Report
(Tasks I, II, jil, and IV)

1.

Progress Reports on Tasks I
Through IV

Due Date

30 days' after submittal of she
F1na1-AddH1ona1 Work Report

SO days after subm-lttal of the
Hnal'Addtona'i Work Report

45 (jays after Public and
U.S, EPA - Comments on the
Draft Final CMS

Monthly


